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Seclius: An Information Flow-based,
Consequence-centric Security Metric
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Abstract—It is critical to monitor IT systems that are part of energy delivery systems infrastructure. The problem with intrusion detection systems
(IDSes) is that they often produce thousands of alerts daily that must be dealt with by administrators manually. To provide situational awareness,
detection systems usually employ (alert, priority) mappings that are either built in the IDS without consideration of the high-level mission objectives of
the infrastructure, or manually defined by administrators through a time-consuming task that requires deep system-level expertise. In this paper, we
present Seclius, an online security evaluation framework that translates low-level IDS alerts into a high-level system security measure and provides a
ranking of past malicious events and affected system assets based on how crucial they are for the organization. Seclius significantly reduces human
involvement by automatically learning system characteristics, providing a simple formalism that administrators can use to define security requirements.
Experiments on a process control network with real vulnerabilities and a multi-step attack show that Seclius can accurately report system security
with low performance overhead and support the time-constrained security decision-making process that is necessary for critical infrastructure.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Keeping systems and networks secure is a continual race
against attackers. The growing number of security incidents
[34] indicates that current approaches to building systems
do not sufficiently address the increasing variety and so-
phistication of threats and block attacks before systems are
compromised. Therefore, organizations must resort to trying
to detect malicious activity that occurs, so efficient intrusion
detection systems (IDSes) [2] are deployed to monitor the
systems and identify misbehavior. However, IDSes alone are
not sufficient to allow operators to understand the security
state of their organization, because monitoring sensors usually
report all potentially malicious traffic without regard to the
actual network configuration, vulnerabilities, and mission im-
pact. Moreover, given large volumes of network traffic, IDSes
with even small error rates can overwhelm operators with false
alarms. Even when true intrusions are detected, the actual
mission threat is often unclear, and operators are unsure as to
what actions they should take. In fact, to respond effectively
to system compromises, security administrators need to obtain
updated estimate summaries regarding the security status of
their mission-critical assets precisely and continuously, based
on alerts that occur, in order to prioritize their response
and recovery actions. This requirement is even stronger in
the context of cyber-physical energy delivery systems infras-
tructures, in which a cyber-side malicious activity can have
catastrophic physical consequences, e.g., the Trans-Siberian
pipeline explosion due to a computer trojan horse [30] or the
Stuxnet computer worm [8] which was specifically designed
to compromise the programmable logic controllers used in
nuclear power plants.

The current techniques for the security-state estimation
problem generally fall short in two major respects. First,
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existing solutions rely heavily on human knowledge and
involvement [29]. The system administrator must observe
the triggered IDS alerts (possibly in a visual manner) and
manually evaluate their criticality, which can depend on the
alerts’ accuracy, the underlying system configuration, and
high-level security requirements. As the size of computer
networks increases, the manual inspection of alerts usually
becomes very tedious, if not impossible, in practice. Re-
quiring extensive human knowledge, the current model-based
approaches [21] try to compute security metrics based on a
manually designed model and a strong set of assumptions
about attackers’ behaviors and the vulnerabilities within the
system.

Second, previous techniques for IDS alert correlation and
system security state estimation usually focus only on the
attack paths [13], [46] and subsequent privilege escalations
[21], without considering dependencies between system assets.
In doing so, they define the security metric of a given system
state to be the least required number of vulnerability exploita-
tions (i.e., privilege escalations) needed to get from that state
to the goal state in which the attacker gains the privileges
necessary to cause his or her final malicious consequence,
e.g., a sensitive file modification. We call such metrics attack-
centric metrics. Therefore, regardless of the transitions, this
type of metric is not itself defined for a non-goal state.
Equivalently, attack metric definitions are created with the
assumption that all attackers will pursue exploitations until
they get to the goal state, which is insecure by definition.
However, in practice, there are often unsuccessful attacks that
cause partial damage to systems, such as a Web server crash
as the result of an unsuccessful buffer overflow exploitation.
Hence, it is important to consider not only future vulnerability
exploitations, but also the damage already caused by the
attacker.

To address those different limitations, we introduce an
information flow-based system security metric called Seclius.
Seclius works by evaluating IDS alerts received in real-time
to assess how much system and network assets’ security has
been affected by attackers. This online evaluation is performed
using two components: 1) a dependency graph, and 2) a con-
sequence tree. These two components are designed to identify
the context required around each IDS alert to accurately assess
the security state of the different assets in the organization.
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Formally, the dependency graph is a Bayesian network
automatically learned during a training phase when the system
behaves normally. The dependency graph captures the low-
level dependencies among all the files and processes used in
the organization. The consequence tree is a simple tree struc-
ture defined manually by administrators to formally describe
at a high level the most critical assets in the organization.
When a new IDS alert is received, a belief propagation
algorithm, the Monte Carlo Gibbs sampling [4], combines the
dependency graph and the consequence tree to calculate in
an online manner the probability that the critical assets in the
organization have not been affected and are still secure. Con-
sequently, Seclius assesses the overall organizational security
using a bottom-up logical propagation of the probabilities that
individual assets are or are not compromised.

Seclius minimizes the reliance on human expertise by
clearly separating high-level security requirements from the
low-level system characteristics of an IT infrastructure. We
developed an algorithm and a set of instruments to auto-
matically learn the dependency graph, which represents the
system characteristics by capturing information flows between
files and processes, within hosts, and across the network. As
a result, administrators are not required to define such low-
level input, so they can focus entirely on identifying the high-
level organizational security requirements, using the conse-
quence tree. These requirements are most often subjective
and cannot be automatically discovered. In practice, even in
large organizations, the consequence tree contains very few
assets, e.g., a Web server and a database, and does not require
detailed system-level expertise. In addition, as a defense-
centric metric, Seclius assesses system security by focusing
solely on past consequences; hence, it assumes nothing about
system vulnerabilities and attackers’ future behaviors, e.g.,
possible attack paths.

It is worth emphasizing that Seclius does not provide
an intrusion detection capability per se; instead, it assesses
organizational security based on the set of alerts triggered
by underlying IDSes. Therefore, the security measure would
not be updated by Seclius if an attack was not detected by
an IDS. Furthermore, it is not an intrusion response system
and does not automatically respond to attacks, but instead
helps administrators or response systems react by providing
situational awareness capability.

solely on past consequences, and hence it assumes nothing
about system vulnerabilities, and attackers’ future behaviors,
e.g., possible attack paths.

In summary, the contributions and benefits of this paper are
the followings.

• We introduce a defense-centric metric to probabilistically
determine if critical assets have been compromised. The
metric fills the gap between low-level IDS alerts and the
need for comprehensive situational awareness.

• We address the main limitations of existing security
metrics by 1) minimizing human involvement and remov-
ing assumptions about attackers’ behaviors and vulner-
abilities, and 2) considering probabilistic dependencies
between assets to understand the impact of malicious
intrusions.

• We show how Seclius can be used to automatically rank
IDS alerts or highlight critical assets that need to be taken
care of with high priority.

• We evaluate the performance and accuracy of Seclius in a
testbed environment with a prototype framework that we
implemented to reproduce a process control environment,

and a realistic multi-step attack scenario.
• We compare two existing approaches to generating the

system dependency graph, namely instruction-level taint-
tracking and the syscall interception, and show that the
syscall interception provides a reasonably accurate depen-
dency model while causing low computational overhead
on the system.

This paper is organized as follows. We provide an overview
of the system in Section 2. We detail the consequence tree and
their design process in Section 3, and explain the dependency
graph notation in Section 4. The security measure value
calculation is described in Section 5. We describe the system’s
implementation in Section 6 and empirically evaluate it in
Section 7. We review the past related work in Section 8
and discuss the Seclius’s limitations in Section 9. We finally
conclude the paper in Section 10.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We first describe how attack-centric and defence-centric secu-
rity metric are distinguished. In past related work on attack-
centric security metrics, e.g., attack graph-based techniques,
where there is one (or more) goal states, the security measure
of a non-goal state in the attack graph is not independently
calculated, i.e., it is calculated as a function of “how close”
the non-goal state is to the goal state (from an attack-
centric viewpoint, how much is left to reach the destination).
Therefore, from an attack-centric viewpoint, if the attack stops
in a non-goal state, the attacker gains nothing (according
to the model); however, from a defense-centric viewpoint,
the system may have already got affected through the past
exploitations on the attacker’s way to get to the current non-
goal state. For instance, let us assume that the attacker’s end-
goal is to read a sensitive file residing in a back-end database
server, and on the attacker’s way in the current non-goal
state, a buffer-overflow vulnerability in a web server system
is exploited resulting in the server process crash (unavailable
web server). According to the attacker’s objective, he has
not gained anything yet; however, the defense-centric system
security has been affected as a network functionality is lost
(web server crash). Consequently, the defense-centric security
measure of a non-goal state, independently from the goal state
and regardless of whether the attack will succeed, may not be
the highest value (1 in our case).

Seclius’s high-level goal is to assess the security of each
possible system state with minimal human involvement. In
particular, we define the security of a system state as a binary
vector in which each bit indicates whether a specific malicious
event has occurred in the system.

We consider two types of malicious events. First, there are
vulnerability exploitations, which are carried out by an attacker
to obtain specific privileges and improve his or her control over
the system. Therefore, the first set of bits in a state denote the
attacker’s privileges in that state, e.g., root access on the Web
server host. Those bits are used to determine what further
malicious damage the attacker can cause in that state. Second,
there are attack consequences, which are caused by the attacker
after he or she obtains new privileges. Specifically, we defined
consequences as the violations of the “CIA” criteria (i.e.,
Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability) applied to critical
assets in the organization, such as specific files and processes.
For example, the integrity of a file F2, denoted by I(F2), is
compromised if F2 is either directly or indirectly modified by
the attacker.
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Fig. 1. The Components of the Seclius Framework

According to [37], the security of any given system is
characterized by a set of its identifiable attributes, such as
security criteria of the critical assets, e.g., integrity of a
database file; the notion of a security metric is defined as
a quantitative measure of how much of that attribute the
system possesses. Our goal is to provide administrators with a
framework to compute such measures in an online manner. We
believe that there are two major barriers to achieving this goal.
First, while the critical assets are system-specific and should be
defined by administrators, a framework that requires too much
human involvement is prone to errors and has limited usability.
As a result, a formalism is needed so that administrators can
define assets simply and unambiguously. Second, low-level
IDS alerts usually report on local consequences with respect
to a specific domain. Consequently, we need a method that
provides understanding of what the low-level consequences
represent in a larger context and quantifies how many of the
security attributes the whole system currently possesses, given
the set of triggered alerts.

We developed the Seclius framework (see Figure 1) to
address those two challenges. Seclius works based on two
inputs. First, a manually defined consequence tree, and an
automatically learned dependency graph. The hierarchical and
formal structure of the consequence tree enables administrators
to define the critical assets easily and unambiguously with
respect to the subjective mission of the organization. Second,
a dependency graph captures the dependencies between these
assets and all the files and processes in the system during a
training period. In production mode, Seclius receives low-level
alerts from intrusion detection sensors and uses a taint propa-
gation analysis method to evaluate online the probabilities that
the security attributes of the critical assets are affected.

Regarding how large a consequence tree can get in a real-
world setting, we highlight that the consequence tree needs to
include only the main critical assets. For instance, in a banking
environment, the credit card database would be labeled as
critical. However, the consequence tree does not have to
include indirectly-critical assets, which are defined as assets
that become critical because of their (possible) interaction
with other critical assets. For instance, a Web server that
interacts with a credit card database would also be partially
considered as critical but would not need to be labeled as
such. We emphasize that the number of main critical assets is
usually very low even for large target infrastructures. All inter-
asset dependencies and system-level details are captured by
the dependency graph that is generated and analyzed automat-
ically. The small size of the manually-constructed consequence
trees and the automated generation of the dependency graphs
improve the scalability of Seclius remarkably, as shown in the
experiments.

To further clarify the conceptual meaning of the system
security measure in Seclius, here we describe in more details
what it mathematically represents. The security measure value
that Seclius calculates represents the probability that the

system is “insecure” according to the consequence tree that is
designed by the administrator. For instance, if the consequence
tree includes a single node credit-card-numbers.db
confidentiality, the ultimate system security measure value
will denote the probability that the confidentiality of the
credit-card-numbers.db has been compromised at any
given state. Consequently the calculated measures range con-
tinuously between 0 and 1 inclusively. In our implementations,
we used discretization [0,1] → {low, medium, high } to
indicate when the system’s security is high or when it needs
to be taken care of.

To illustrate how Seclius works in practice, consider a
scenario in which the IT infrastructure of a power-grid utility
is instrumented to enable comprehensive security monitoring
of systems and networks. To leverage Seclius on top of
the IDSes deployed, administrators would first define critical
assets and organizational security requirements through the
consequence tree. We emphasize that this task does not require
deep-knowledge expertise about the IT infrastructure. In our
example, the critical assets would include programmable logic
controllers (PLCs), used to control the underlying power
system, and the customer database server. In particular, the
security requirements would consist of the availability of the
PLCs and the integrity and confidentiality of the database files.
The second step would be to run a training phase with no
ongoing attack in order to collect data on intra- and inter-
host dependencies between files and processes. After a few
hours, the results of this training phase would be automatically
stored in the dependency graph, and the instruments used to
track the dependencies would be turned off. The third and
final step would be to run Seclius in production mode. Seclius
starts processing alerts from IDSes by using the generated
dependency graph and probabilistically determines whether the
critical assets are compromised. If a vulnerability exploitation
in the customer Web server was detected by an IDS, Seclius
would update not only the security measure of the correspond-
ing Web server, but also that of the set of systems that depend
on the Webserver, e.g., the backend database, according to the
learned dependency graph. By observing the real-time IDS
alerts and the learned inter-asset dependencies, Seclius can
precisely measure 1) the privileges gained by the attacker and
which security domains he or she was able to reach, and 2)
how the integrity, confidentiality, or availability of the assets
has been affected by the exploit directly or indirectly.

In the next section, we further describe the mathematical
tools and the formalism used by the various components of
Seclius to provide that information.

3 CONSEQUENCE TREE

We discuss the first manual input required by Seclius, namely
the consequence tree (CT). The goal of the CT is to capture
critical IT assets and organizational security requirements. The
criticality level of individual assets within an organization
is indeed an environment-specific issue. In other words, the
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criticality levels heavily depend on the organizational mis-
sions and/or business-level objectives. For instance, consider
a power grid process control environment, whose mission is
generation of power and its secure delivery to the customers. In
such an environment, provision of high-availability guarantees
for a programmable logic controller, which is used to control
an important power generator, is often much more critical than
for a historian, which is used to store historical sensor mea-
surements for later analyses. Hence, Seclius requires system
administrators to manually provide the list of organizational
critical assets.

The critical assets could be provided using any function:
a simple list (meaning that all items are equally important),
a weighted list, or a more complex combination of assets.
In this paper, we chose to use a logical tree structure. We
believe that it offers a good trade-off between simplicity and
expressiveness, and the fact that it can be represented visually
makes it a particularly helpful resource for administrators.
The formalism of the CT follows the traditional fault tree
model [39]; however, unlike fault trees, the leaf nodes of the
CTs in Seclius address security requirements (confidentiality,
integrity, and availability) of critical assets, rather than depend-
ability criteria.

The CT formalism consists of two major types of logical
nodes, namely AND and OR gates. To design an organizational
CT, the administrator starts with the tree’s root node, which
identifies the main high-level security concern/requirement,
e.g., “Organization is not secure.” The rest of the tree recur-
sively defines how different combinations of the more concrete
and lower-level consequences can lead to the undesired status
described by the tree’s root node. The recursive decomposition
procedure stops once a node explicitly refers to a consequence
regarding a security criterion of a system asset, e.g., “availabil-
ity of the Apache server is compromised.” These nodes are in
fact the CT’s leaf consequence nodes, each of which takes on a
binary value indicating whether its corresponding consequence
has happened (1) or not (0). Throughout the paper, we use the
C, I, and A function notations to refer to the CIA criteria of
the assets. For instance, C(F2) and I(P6) denote confidentiality
of file F2 and integrity of process P6, respectively. The leaves’
values can be updated by IDSes, e.g., Samhain [43]. The CT
is derived as a Boolean expression, and the root node’s value
is consequently updated to indicate whether the organizational
security is still being maintained.

A CT indeed formulates subjective aspects of the system.
Its leaf nodes list security criteria of the organization’s critical
assets. Additionally, the CT implicitly encodes how critical
each asset is using the depth of its corresponding node in the
tree; that is, the deeper the node is, the less critical the asset is
in the fulfillment of the organizational security requirements.
Furthermore, the CT formulates redundant assets using AND
gates. Seclius requires administrators to explicitly mention
the redundancies because it is often infeasible to discover
redundancies automatically over a short learning phase [5].

Although the CT formulation can be considered as a par-
ticular kind of the general attack tree formalism as introduced
in [33], its application in Seclius is different from how attack
trees have been used typically in the past, as the CTs formulate
how past consequences contribute to the overall security
requirements, whereas attack trees usually address attackers’
potential intents against the organization. In other words, at
each time instant, given the consequences already caused by
the attackers in the system, Seclius employs the CT to estimate
the current system security, while the system’s attack tree is

often used to probabilistically estimate how an attacker could
or would penetrate the system in the future.

4 DEPENDENCY GRAPH

As mentioned in the previous section, the CT captures only
the subjective security requirements, and does not require
deep-knowledge expertise about the IT infrastructure, thanks
to the dependency graph (DG). The goal of the DG is to
free the administrator from providing low-level details about
the organization. Those details are automatically captured by
Seclius through a learning phase, during which the interactions
between files and processes are tracked in order to prob-
abilistically identify direct or indirect dependencies among
all the system assets. For instance, in a database server, the
administrator only needs to list the sensitive database files, and
Seclius later marks the process mysqld as critical because it
is in charge of reading and modifying the databases. Such
a design greatly reduces the resources and time spent by
administrators in deploying Seclius.

Each vertex in the DG represents an object, namely a file, a
process, or a socket, and the direct dependency between two
objects is established by any type of information flow between
them. For instance, if data flow from object oi to o j, then object
o j becomes dependent on oi; the dependency is represented
by a directed edge in the DG, i.e., oi → o j. To capture that
information, Seclius intercepts syscalls and logs them during
the learning phase. In particular, we are interested in the
syscalls1 that cause data dependencies among the OS-level
objects. A dependency relationship is stored by three elements:
a source object, a sink object, and their security contexts. the
file system directory tree. When the learning phase is over,
syscall logs are automatically parsed and analyzed line by line
to generate the DG. Each dependence edge is tagged with a
frequency label indicating how many times the corresponding
syscalls were called during the execution.

We make use of the Bayesian network formalism to store
probabilistic dependencies in the DG; a conditional probability
table (CPT) is generated and associated with each vertex. This
CPT encodes how the information flows through that vertex
from its parents (sources of incoming edges) to its children.
For example, if some of the parent vertices of a vertex become
tainted directly or indirectly by attacker data, the CPT in the
vertex saves the probability that the vertex (specifically, the
OS-level object represented by the vertex) also gets tainted.

More specifically, each DG vertex is modeled as a binary
random variable (representing a single information flow), equal
to either 1 (true) or 0 (false) depending on whether the vertex
has been tainted; the CPT in a vertex v stores the probability
that the corresponding random variable will take the true value
(v= 1), given the binary vector of values of the parent vertices
P(v). Formally, the probability value is computed using the fol-
lowing equation: Pr(v|P(v)) = 1−∏pi

v∈P(v){1−1(pi
v)
.Pr(pi

v →
v)} where 1(.) is the indicator function that takes on the value 1
if the condition inside the parentheses holds, and 0 otherwise.
Pr(pi

v → v) is the probability that the information will flow
from the parent node pi

v to the vertex v. This probability
represents the fraction of times during which information flows
from pi

v to v. It is calculated using the frequency labels on pi
v’s

outgoing edges that are captured during the learning phase. In

1. Specifically, we log the following syscalls: openat , dup , dup2 , close ,
write , writev , read , readv , ipc , clone , fork , vfork , execve , open ,
creat , mmap , mmap2 , socketcall , recv , recvfrom , recvmsg , send , sendto ,
and sendmsg .
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Fig. 2. Conditional Probability Table Construction

summary, the vertex v takes on the value 1 if information flows
from any of its parents that have the value 1.

Figure 2 illustrates how a CPT for a single flow (with 1-
bit random variables) is produced for a sample vertex, i.e.,
the file F4. The probabilities on the edges represent Pr(.→ .)
values. For instance, the process P1 writes data to the files F4
and F7 with probabilities 0.3 and 0.7, respectively. As shown
in the figure, the file F4 cannot become tainted if none of its
parents are tainted, i.e., Pr(F4|P̄1, P̄9) = 0. If only the process
P1 is tainted, F4 can become tainted only when the information
flows from P1, i.e., Pr(F4|P1, P̄9) = 0.3. If both of the parents
are already tainted, then F4 would get tainted when information
flows from either of its parent vertices. In that case, the proba-
bility of F4 being tainted would be the complement probability
of the case when information flows from none of its parents.
Therefore, Pr(F4|P1,P9) = 1− (1−0.3)× (1−0.8) = 0.86.

Each CT leaf node that represents a CIA criterion of a
critical asset is modeled by Seclius as an information flow
between the privilege domains controlled by the attacker
(according to the current system state) and those that are not
yet compromised. Confidentiality of an object is compromised
if information flows from the object to any of the compromised
domains. Integrity of an object is similarly defined, but the
flow is in the reverse direction. Availability is not considered
as an information flow by itself; however, an object’s unavail-
ability causes a flow originating at the object, because once an
object becomes unavailable, it no longer receives or sends out
data as it would if it was not compromised. For instance, if a
process frequently writes to a file, once the process crashes,
the file is not modified by the process, possibly causing
inconsistent data integrity; this is modeled as a propagation of
tainted data from the process to the file. We consider all the
leaf nodes that concern the integrity criterion of critical assets
as a single information flow, because they conceptually address
the same flow from any of the compromised domains to the
assets. However, confidentiality flows cannot be grouped, as
they originate individually at separate sources.

If each information flow is represented as a bit, then to
completely address n concurrent information flows, we define
the random variable in each vertex as an n-bit binary vector
in which each bit value indicates whether the vertex is already
tainted by the bit’s corresponding flow. In other words, to
consider all the security criteria mentioned in a CT with
n leaves, every vertex represents an n-bit random variable
(assuming integrity bits are not grouped), where each bit
addresses a single flow, i.e., a leaf node. The CPTs are
generated accordingly; a vertex CPT stores the probability of
the vertex’s value given the value of its parents, each of which,
instead of true or false, can take on any n-bit value.

5 SYSTEM SECURITY EVALUATION

Given the DG generated during the learning phase, the op-
erator turns off the syscall interception instruments and puts
the system in production mode. The learned DG is then used
in an online manner to evaluate the security of any system
security state. The goal of this section is to explain how this
online evaluation works in detail. We first assume that the
IDSes report the exact system state with no uncertainty. We
discuss later how Seclius deals with IDS inaccuracies.

At each time instant, to evaluate the security of the system’s
current state s, DG vertices are first updated according to
s, which indicates the attacker’s privileges and past conse-
quences (CT’s leaf nodes). For each consequence in s, the
corresponding flow’s origin bit in DG is tainted. For instance,
if file F4 is modified by the attacker (integrity compromise),
the corresponding source bit in DG is set to 1 (evidence bit).

The security measure for a given state s is defined to be the
probability that the CT’s root value is still 0 (Pr( ¯root(CT) |s)),
which means that the organizational security has not yet been
compromised. More specifically, if the CT is considered as a
Boolean expression, e.g., CT = (C(F10)∧A(P6))∨ I(F2), Se-
clius calculates the corresponding marginal joint distribution,
e.g., Pr[(C(F10)∩A(P6))∪ I(F2)], conditioned on the current
system state (tainted evidence vertices).

Seclius estimates the security of the state s by calling a
belief propagation procedure, namely, the Gibbs sampler [4],
on the DG to probabilistically estimate how the tainted data
(evidence bits) are propagated through the system while it is
in state s.

Generally, the Gibbs sampler algorithm [4] is a Monte Carlo
simulation technique that generates a sequence of samples
from a joint probability distribution of two or more random
variables X1,X2, . . . ,Xn. The purpose of such a sequence in
Seclius is to approximate the joint distribution numerically
using large number of samples. In particular, to calculate a
joint distribution Pr(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn|e1, . . . ,em), where ei repre-
sents an evidence, the Gibbs sampler runs a Markov chain on
X = (X1,X2, . . . ,Xn) by 1) initializing X to one of its possible
values x = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn); 2) picking a uniformly random
index i (1≤ i≤ n); 3) sampling xi from Pr(Xi|x,e) (represented
by the conditional probability tables in the generated Bayesian
network), 4) updating the x vector, and 5) going back to step
2. It has been proved that the stationary distribution of the
Markov chain is just the sought-after joint distribution [4].
Thus, drawing samples from the Markov chain at long enough
intervals, i.e., allowing enough time for the chain to reach
the stationary distribution, gives independent samples from the
distribution P(X1, . . . ,Xn|e).

We make use of the Gibbs sampler algorithm in Seclius for
two main reasons. First, the DG model’s joint distribution is
not explicitly known initially, and second, analytical calcula-
tion of it can be tedious, if possible, specially for large DG
graphs [4]. The Gibbs sampler uses the DG’s CPT to generate
a large number of samples from the Pr[CT |s] distribution
without directly calculating the density function [4]. Similarly,
the security measure is estimated individually for each system
state. Therefore, if the attacker modifies any other object
and/or gets more privileges, the system would switch to a new
state, whose security measure would be separately evaluated.

It is worth emphasizing that Seclius does not use the DG
model to estimate how the attacker contacts other objects from
a compromised object, such as a tainted process, to exploit a
vulnerability and/or escalate his or her privileges. Seclius uses
the DG only to estimate how the tainted data would propagate
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through other non-compromised system assets, which would
behave normally as they did during the learning phase. For ev-
ery asset already compromised, Seclius assumes a pessimistic
behavior model, i.e., the asset deterministically contacts all
other assets in its privilege domain.

That approach can evaluate the security of each system
state. However, the exact current security state of the system
is usually not completely observable, due to IDS inaccuracies,
i.e., false positive and negative rates. We define the notion
of the information state of the system, which formally is
a probability distribution over all states in the state space
of the system s ∈ S. The information state of the system is
estimated, based on the IDS alerts and the false positive and
negative rates of the IDSes, using the following equation:
Pr(s) = ∏|s|−1

i=1 (1si=1.[1−FP (si)]+1si=0.[1− FN (si)]), where 1
is the indicator function, and si is the binary state variable in
state s. FP (si) and FN (si) denote the false positive and negative
rates, respectively, that depend on the intrusion detection
system by which the corresponding alerts are triggered. The
false positive and negative rates can be set to be deterministic,
i.e., 0, if the detectors are quite accurate. Seclius can also take
qualitative values, i.e., FP : si → {low ,medium ,high }, which
are later translated into crisp values, i.e., {0.25,0.5,0.75}.

Once the information state of the system has been estimated,
Seclius computes the expected security measure of the infor-
mation state using the following equation: ∑s∈S(Pr(s).Sec (s)),
where the Sec function is the security measure evaluated for
the exact state s, as described above.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

Seclius uses syscall interception to capture information flow
and learn data dependencies. We implemented it as a loadable
kernel module, which currently works with Linux kernels up
to 2.6.32-22. However, for recent kernels, before replacing the
syscall table entries with our wrapper syscall function pointers,
we had to automatically find the address of sys_call_table ,
because its address is no longer exported. Furthermore, we
had to make the corresponding memory pages writable as, for
security purposes, the syscall table is read-only by default.
Once deployed, the module logs called syscalls and informa-
tion about the calling processes, e.g., PIDs.

Instead of syscall interception, a byte-by-byte information
flow tracer, e.g., the TEMU [36] instruction-level taint tracker,
could be used. However, TEMU’s overhead is usually too high
for a production system (see Section 7). However, we used
TEMU as a ground truth to evaluate the accuracy of the flow
tracer in Seclius. To actually use TEMU in our experiments,
we modified it to produce higher-level information (not only
instructions) regarding file-system objects, such as files that are
being dynamically tainted. Using The Sleuth Kit (TSK) [3],
our implementations read the virtual machine’s file system and
dynamically translate disk-level tainted addresses (generated
by TEMU) to file system object names, such as file names
and their absolute addresses.

Seclius employs the DlibC++ library [6], which implements
the bayesian_network_gibbs_sampler object to perform an
approximate Monte Carlo inference (using the Gibbs Sampler
algorithm) on the DG graph. Briefly, DlibC++ starts by call-
ing the set_node_value function and setting the DG node
that represent the taint source to true. Then, it implements
the Gibbs sampler taint propagation algorithm by randomly
sampling possible values from the network, and consequently
calculates the desired metric values using the node_value
function.

7 EVALUATIONS

We now evaluate the accuracy and performance of the various
components of Seclius. We designed a set of experiments to
empirically answer the following questions: how accurate are
the DG-generating instruments, and how much overhead do
they generate? How long should the training phase be to build
the DG with sufficient coverage? How much time does Seclius
require to process alerts and assess the security metric value
of the different assets? And finally, how does an inaccurate
CT affect the results? We start in this section by describing
the experimentation setup, and then proceed to examine the
first five questions related to accuracy and performance.

Experimentation Setup. The experiments in this section
were conducted on a virtual machine so that we could easily
reset the testing environment to a clean state. The host
computer had a 2.20 GHz AMD Athlon™64 3700+ CPU, 1
MB of cache, and 2.0 GB of RAM. The guest OS, using
VirtualBox, was running Ubuntu 9.04 with a Linux 2.6.22
kernel. We installed several applications, including OpenSSH
server, Apache2, MySQL, the eVision content management
system, and the RoomPHPlanning Web scheduling application.
We additionally changed the php.ini file to make the system
vulnerable to PHP code injection attacks.

To feed intrusion detection alerts to Seclius, we installed
the following sensors: Snort [31]: a lightweight network-based
IDS that uses a database of known attack signatures. In the
experiments, we ran Snort in fast-alerting detection mode with
its standard 74 rule-sets; DazukoFS [23]: a cross-platform
device driver that allows applications to control file accesses
on the system; ClamAV [16]: an open-source antivirus toolkit.
In particular, we used Sigtool in ClamAV to update the virus
signatures and Clamscan for scanning downloaded suspicious
files. Samhain [43]: a host-based IDS that periodically checks
file integrity; Zabbix [49]: a statistical anomaly-based IDS
to detect process or network failures and resource-intensive
activities; and PHPIDS [27]: a monitoring tool that PHP
applications can use to detect cross-site-scripting and remote
code execution attacks.

Accuracy and Overhead of the DG Instruments. As
mentioned in the previous section, we developed a syscall
interception kernel module to automatically generate the
DG. Seclius also captures detailed security contexts through
SE-Linux, which we enabled and configured with the de-
fault Ubuntu policy policy.24 . The experiments were done
on the Apache Web server process while it was bench-
marked from a remote machine, using the command ab
-n 50000 , which subsequently generate repeated HTTP re-
quests. Figure 3 shows a sample DG for the experimental
Web server; rectangles in the figure represent different SE-
Linux privilege domains within the system, and the vertices
are OS-level objects. For clarity, only the process nodes
are shown. The original graph, including all FIFOs and
other OS-level objects, consisted of 8,396 nodes2. Accord-
ing to the syslog logs, the process had periodically been
reading from the network sockets SOCK_AF_INET , and then
accessed some FIFO pipes, the /var/www/index.html and
/var/log/apache2/access.log regular files. Figure 4(a)
shows the data-flow histogram of the DG. More specifically,
the vertical axis depicts how many vertex pairs in the DG expe-
rienced a specific data-flow frequency given by the horizontal
axis in the figure.

2. As discussed earlier in the paper, automated solutions are used in Seclius
to analyze the dependency graphs and the graphs with real-world sizes can
be processed efficiently as shown by the experiments.
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Fig. 3. Dependency Graph Including Processes Only
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(a) The DG’s Behavior Histogram
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(c) Overhead Syscall vs. TEMU
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Fig. 4. Convergence and Accuracy of Dependency Graph Generation and Analysis

As mentioned in the previous section, we used the byte-by-
byte taint tracking engine TEMU as ground truth to evaluate
the DG’s accuracy. We define the DG’s accuracy as the
portion of dependencies correctly identified among system
assets after comparison with TEMU’s results. Inaccuracies are
due to the sliding window of size t used by our approach
to associate a DG vertex’s outgoing data flow with each
incoming input. As a result, the numbers of false positives
and false negatives depend directly on the size of t. We
varied t when tracking the Apache process and compared
the results to TEMU’s. The false positive rate was calcu-
lated as #FalsePositives/(#FalsePositives+#TrueNegatives).
Similarly, the false negative rate was estimated using
#FalseNegatives/(#FalseNegatives+#TruePositives). Figure
4(b) shows the results for the various window sizes employed.
The false positive rate grows linearly up to 1.0 as the window
size exceeds 8.1 milliseconds. The false negatives, on the other
hand, quickly drop to zero before the window size gets to 2
milliseconds. Based on these results, 1.5 milliseconds seems
to be a reasonable window size for our environment, as both
the false positive and negative rates remain fairly low.

We then proceed to evaluate the overhead of the syscall
tracking module, still using TEMU as a benchmark. Figure
4(c) shows how much overhead each technique caused within

the system in terms of end-point response time for the Apache
Web server. The server was benchmarked against different
numbers of concurrent clients. As shown in the figure, the
syscall interception caused less than 10% overhead on average
compared to the original execution, which was not instru-
mented, whereas the TEMU engine caused an approximately
850% slowdown in the Web server response time, which is
clearly not acceptable for practical uses.

In conclusion, our choice to use syscall tracking to generate
the DG offers a good tradeoff between accuracy and overhead.
Once properly configured, it has less than 0.1% false positives
and no false negative while providing under 10% overhead. We
note that this overhead occurs only during the training phase
and disappear when the system runs online in production.

Required Training Time for Sufficient Dependency Cov-
erage. To configure Seclius, the normal system behavior (i.e.,
the DG) should be captured and learned. The training duration
should be long enough to create a model representing the
actual system. On the other hand, to accelerate the setup phase
of Seclius and avoid large syscall logs, the training mode
should be reasonably short. In this section, we evaluate how
long it takes for the DG parameters to converge in the context
of the Apache Web server running a PHP application, namely
the eVision content management system.
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First, we focused on how the DG cardinality, i.e., number
of vertices, gets updated and finally converges. We initially set
the system up for the training without any incoming Web client
requests. Figure 4(d) shows the DG cardinality during the
experiment vs. the number of syslogs, i.e., 1.8E6 syscalls per
minute on average. The DG cardinality approached 87 within
67 seconds. Then, we started the ab application on a remote
machine to send subsequent requests to the server; the request
flow caused a 64-vertex jump in the DG cardinality. The reason
for the jump was that Apache started accessing other OS-
level objects, such as /var/www/eVision/index.php . It took
approximately 14 more minutes for the DG cardinality again
to converge completely to its stable value. The whole learning
phase took about 19 minutes, and approximately 2.3 GB of
syscalls were logged.

Second, we evaluated how the DG edge labels, i.e., prob-
ability values, converged during the training mode. Figure
4(e) shows the normalized label updates, i.e., the difference
between the last and the updated values, while syslogs were
being parsed. As shown in the figure, it took about 3 minutes
on average for the edge labels to converge. The launched
request flow caused a spike in the graph, but the normalized
label updates quickly converged back to zero again.

In summary, the time required to generate the DG is heavily
dependent on the applications analyzed and their usage but our
experiment in the context of a typical Web server shows that
20 minutes is sufficient.

Online Processing Time to Generate Security Metric
Values. Once the training mode is complete, Seclius translates
the DG to a Bayesian network, and then uses it to evaluate
the system security in an online manner. In this section, we
evaluate how much each step of the algorithm contributes to
the overall processing time.

The four major automated steps conducted by Seclius are
1) syscall interception (the learning phase), 2) parsing of
the syslogs and the DG creation, 3) conversion of the DG
to the Bayesian network (CPT generation), and 4) online
security evaluation via implementation of the Gibbs sampler.
The learning phase was discussed in detail in the previous two
experiments. Figure 4(f) shows the time required for the steps
after the system model has been learned on four machines. As
demonstrated, parsing of syscall logs (43% on average) and
the online security evaluation (53% on average) constitute two
major portions of the total time, while the translation to the
Bayesian network takes less than 4% of the total time.

Like any other Monte Carlo-based sampling technique,
the Gibbs sampler algorithm terminates once the iterative
conditional probability estimation improvement has satisfied
a convergence threshold. Figure 5(a) shows how the delta
value, i.e., the absolute value of the improvement between
two subsequent sampling iterations, approaches zero (the Y
axis is shown in the logarithmic scale base 10) with respect
to the finished iterations, i.e., approximately 1,200 iterations
per second.

In conclusion, the online processing time of Seclius to
process alerts and assess the security metric value of the
different assets is measured in seconds, ranging from 7 seconds
for a database up to 21 seconds for a complex Web server.

False positive rate analysis. To evaluate the accuracy of
the security metric calculation module in Seclius, we measured
the false positive rate of the results in various situations.
We used the TEMU byte-by-byte information flow tracking
solution results as the ground truth and compared them to
the results by Seclius. In particular, we ran several scenarios

where the sensitive file had not been actually modified by
the data from the attacker site (privilege domain). During the
experiments, we counted the number of times where Seclius
by mistake marked the sensitive file as modified maliciously.
As discussed earlier, Seclius may make such a mistake as it
tracks information via a time-sensitive system call sequence
analysis rather than the heavy-weight byte-by-byte analysis
approach like in TEMU. Such a system call sequence-based
information flow analysis may identify some data flows from
the attacker domain to the domain where the sensitive file
resides by mistake while TEMU does not report any such file
integrity violation. In our experiments, we fixed the attacker
privilege domain, i.e., the outside network by default, and
we put the sensitive file in a different non-compromised
privilege domain during each experimental scenario. Due to
the nature of Seclius and how the security measure values
are calculated, when there is no on-going attack within the
system, i.e., there is only a single compromised privilege
domain in the outside network, the system security measure
is evaluated very close to absolute but not 100%. Figure 5(b)
shows the corresponding results. The vertical axis shows the
false positive rate, and the horizontal axis denotes the shortest
distance between the dependency graph node corresponding
to the only compromised domain and the node corresponding
to the sensitive file privilege domain. As shown, the false
positive rate diminishes very quickly when the file’s node
in the dependency graph is not very close to the nodes that
represent sockets for external network connections.

Impact of Inaccurate Security Requirements. The main
purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the sensitivity of the
Seclius to human errors. In particular, all of the steps, except
the consequence tree design, within the Seclius framework are
accomplished automatically and the models are extracted from
the system. Therefore, the main point in which a mistake may
be made is when the system security administrators design
the consequence trees manually (even though the design does
not require deep system-level expertise). We were interested in
evaluating how much the accuracy of the CT impact estimation
of the security state. For a given CT and for various leaf node
values, we counted how many times the CT’s root value was
updated. In particular, we compared situations in which the full
tree was used to get the root node value to situations in which
the tree was partially missing randomly chosen nodes. We
ran this comparison for a large number (1,000) of randomly
generated full binary CTs in which nodes between the leaves
and the root were chosen to be either AND or OR gates with a
probability of 0.5. We did the experiment for full trees of a
depth between 1 and 16 (Note that to cover a wide spectrum of
consequence trees, depth of some of the randomly-generated
trees are artificially large here.) In each case, we compared
the results when various numbers of nodes were missing.

Figure 5(c) shows the results for different scenarios. When
the depth of the generated tree approaches 16, i.e., 216 leaf
nodes, the probability of getting an incorrect security estima-
tion goes to zero for a fixed number of missing nodes. Note
that when the number of missing nodes, shown on the graph,
is larger than the tree order, all nodes are in fact missing; in
other words, security is estimated without use of the CT, and
hence, the estimated security is correct with an approximately
0.5 chance.

8 RELATED WORK

Extensive research has been conducted over the past decade on
the generic topics of system situational awareness [38], [44],
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(a) Convergence of the Gibbs Sampler Algorithm (b) False Positive Rate Analysis
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Fig. 5. Convergence and Uncertaintly Impact Analysis

[47] and security metrics [7], [19], [45]. In this section, we
survey the literature most related to our approach and discuss
how Seclius contributes to advance the state-of-the-art.

Second, there are dynamic methods, most of which are
based on attack graph analysis [13], [21]. The main idea is
to capture potential system vulnerabilities, and then extract all
possible attack paths. The generated graph can be used to com-
pute security metrics [17], [22], [40], [42], assess the security
strength of a network [26], [41], to identify the most critical as-
sets in the organization [32], or for security visualization [20].
They can also be used predictively to rank IDS alerts. In par-
ticular, [22] uses an approach called Topological Vulnerability
Analysis (TVA) [11], [12] to match network configuration with
attack simulation in order to optimize IDS sensor placement
and to prioritize IDS alerts. The main issue with attack-graph-
based techniques is that they require important assumptions
about attacker capabilities and vulnerabilities [9], [35]. There
have been several efforts to take into account unknown vul-
nerabilities during the system security analysis. Zhang et al.
[50] evaluate the idea of predicting unknown vulnerabilities in
well-known software applications through analysis of the past
available historical data set about their know vulnerabilities
and the corresponding statistics. The authors conclude that the
vulnerabilities do not follow a particular pattern and hence
are not predictable accurately. Ou [25] introduces a logic-
based hypothetical analysis of what system components would
be affected if a particular currently-unknown vulnerability
existed in the system. Moreover, the rationale behind NetSPA
by Ingols et al. [10] is that although it is impossible to
predict the existence of any specific zero-day vulnerability, it
is possible to hypothesize a zero-day vulnerability in specific
software applications to ensure that the impact of an eventual
zero-day can be understood and minimized. The hypothetical
analysis of unknown vulnerabilities presents a great solution
to investigate the impact of a vulnerability in any specific
point in the system; however, a complete system security
analysis would require hypothesizing vulnerabilities in every
possible system point that is not an optimally scalable solution
specially in large-scale infrastructures. While these approaches
are important in planning for future attack scenarios, we take
a different perspective by relying on past consequences, actual
security requirements, and low-level system characteristics,
such as file and process dependencies, instead of hypothetical
attack paths. As a result, our method is defense-centric rather
than attack-centric and does not suffer from the issues of
unknown vulnerabilities and incomplete attack coverage.

Other important defense-centric approaches include M-
Correlator [28] and FuzMet [1]. These techniques use man-
ually filled knowledge bases of alert applicability, system
configuration, or target importance to associate a context with
each alert and to provide situational awareness accordingly.
Seclius offers a more practical solution by minimizing and
simplifying the required manual inputs. It does so by learn-
ing low-level system characteristics automatically in order to

evaluate precisely the extent to which alerts affect the critical
components of the organization.

Such a damage assessment feature has previously been
explored via file-tainting analysis for malware detection [48],
for offline forensic analysis using backtracking [14], [15] or
forward-tracking techniques [51], and for online damage situ-
ational awareness [18]. At the network level, [24] introduced
a vulnerability definition language (OVAL) and generate a
network dependency graph to measure the potential impact
of vulnerabilities. In [18], information flow is tracked across
multiple layers, namely at the instruction level and at the
OS process level. Compared to our approach, this cross-
layer technique is more precise, but it requires implementation
in a virtual environment and can cause major performance
degradation.

9 DISCUSSION

We discuss current limitations of Seclius and potential solu-
tions to address each of them.

First, as in any learning algorithm, it is not guaranteed that
the learned DG actually captures every single dependency. One
trivial solution would be to make sure that the learning phase
is long enough to capture all the dependencies. Alternatively,
an active learning algorithm could be used. For instance,
the configuration files could be parsed to extract potential
dependencies, or a mechanism to make sure all the program
paths are traversed. Replacing passive learning with an ac-
tive algorithm would require application-specific knowledge;
however, it would help to accelerate the learning phase.

Second, the evaluated security value will be affected by
the accuracy of the underlying intrusion detection solutions,
i.e., if some malicious events are missed by the intrusion
detectors. Our main contribution in this paper is in showing
how to make use of the system dependency graph and the
security requirements to evaluate the security of any given
state; in other words, we do not claim to have come up with
a new intrusion detection technique. However, our tool, which
makes use of Seclius to evaluate system security, takes under
consideration the intrusion detection inaccuracies, i.e., false
positive and negative rates, if provided. Additionally, security
evaluation by Seclius is done based on the past consequences,
which are easier to detect than exploitations. As a case in point,
detecting that the Web server is unavailable is usually simpler
than determining the exploitation that caused the server crash.

Additionally, as Seclius is an information flow-based metric,
when the system has not yet been attacked, Seclius usually
evaluates the system security to be close to absolute, but not
100% secure. This is because even during the system’s normal
operational mode, information is often flowing from external
end points, where attackers potentially reside, to critical assets.
A possible solution to this problem would be to normalize the
evaluated security measure based on the measure of the non-
compromised system.
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10 CONCLUSION

We proposed Seclius3, an online security evaluation frame-
work that leverages dependencies between OS-level objects
to measure the probability that critical assets have been
directly or indirectly compromised. The different components
of our framework address three important limitations faced
by traditional security evaluation techniques. First, a conse-
quence tree captures the subjective security requirements and
minimizes administrator input. Second, Seclius processes IDS
alerts online to measure actual attack consequences and does
not rely on assumptions about attacker behaviors or system
vulnerabilities. Third, a dependency graph is combined with a
taint-tracking method to probabilistically evaluate the system-
wide impact of locally detected intrusions as well as attacker
privileges and security domains, without making assumption
about attack paths. Experiments showed that Seclius efficiently
learns the system’s normal behavior with only 6% overhead,
and evaluates the system security within 10 seconds. Finally,
we demonstrated how Seclius can be applied in a control
system environment to provide security administrators with
a comprehensive situational awareness solution.
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